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THE GROUP OF UNITS

AND

ABELIAN TOTALLY RAMIFIED EXTENSIONS

OF A COMPLETE DISCRETE VALUATION FIELD

Ivan B. Fesenko

We consider a description of abelian totally ramified p-6tensions of a complete

discrete valuation field with residue field of characterisitic p > O. The exposition shows

that there exists a certain theory (Theorem (1.6), Proposition (1.8)) very similar to the

dassical one. The main result is that there is a reciprocity isomorphism between the

group (Gal(LI F)ah)- = HOlllZp (Gal(FI F), Gal(LIF)ab) of continuous homorphisms

from the profinite group Gal(FI F) of the maximal unramified abelian f}-extension to

the abelian part of the Galois group Gal(LI F) of a totally ramified f}-extension LI F
considered as a discrete group and the subquotient group Ul,FnNljFUl,lINLIFUl,L
of the group of principal units of F. Although we consider in this paper l}-extensions,

the whole theory can be extended on arbitrary totally ramified extensions.

Comparing this theory with higher dimensional dass field theories, one can briefly say

that the latter ones cover all extensions including nonseparable residue field extensions

but only for a specific type of residue fields; the former one covers the general case of

residue fields but describes only totally ramified extensions. It seems more convenient to

work with subquotients of the group of principal units than with topological [(-groups.

Another specific feature of the theory is that, in fact, one can develop many dass

field theories for a given complete discrete valuation field depending on the choice of

an unramified extension (see Remark 2 in (1.6) and Proposition (1.9)).

The second section deals with extensions for which a fixed prime element is a norm.

We deduce from the theory of section 1 that the compositum of two such extensions is

a totally ramified extension (in the case of perfect residue fields the prime element even

is a norm for the compositum). Then we prove that for a complete discrete valuation

field F with non-algebraicallY-f}-dosed residue field norm groups N LI FL * in F* are in

one-to-one correspondence with abelian totally ramified p-extensions LIF.
The third section contains discussions on the existence theorem. In the general

case of imperfect residue field with respect to the perfect residue field case one needs

Apart of this work has been performed during a stay of the author i-;' Max-Planck-Institut
für Mathematik in 1994. The author aknowledges hospitality of the MPIM.
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additional information about the structure of norm subgroups (i.e. Eisenstein polyno

mials). The existence theorem in general form is established only for fields of positive

characteristic and fields with small absolute ramification index « p - 1). It implies a

connection between Witt vectors and cydic p-extensions which was discovered earlier

by Kurihara [K] by employing a very different approach.

When the first and second sections of this work had been completed, I found a

twenty-years-old work of Miki [M] (see Remark 1 in (1.6)) several results of which may

be considered as predecessors of this theory.

1. Reciprocity map

Let F be a complete (or Henselian) discrete valuation field with a residue field F of

characteristic p > O. It will be assumed that F has a nontrivial separable !J-extension.

(If F is separably p-dosed, then dass field theory of F is the limit of the theories for

su bfields FCt wi th non-separa bly.p-dosed resid ue fields when FCt tends to F). Denote

by F the maximal unramified abelian ]J-extension of F, i.e. the unramified extension

corresponding to the maximal abelian ]J-extension F
ahp

of the residue field F. It is

known that Gal(phl' I F) is a free abelian profinite p-group on K, = dimrp F Ip(F)
generators, where p( ....y) = X p - ....y. Then there is a non-canonical isomorphism

Gal(FI F) :=: ITK ZW Let UF be the group of units of the ring of integers of F
and let Ui,F denqte the subgroup of principal units == 1 mod tr} with a prime element

trF of F.

1.1. Let LIF be a Galois totally ramified ]J-extension. Then Gal(LI F) can be iden

tified with Gal(LIF), and Gal(LI F) is isomorphie with Gal(LIF) X Gal(LIL). Let

Gal(LIF)- = HOIllZp (Ga.I(FIF),Gal(LIF)) denote the group of continuous homo

morphisms from the profinite group Gal(F/ F) which is a Zp-module (lL . (T = (Ta, a E

Z p) to the discrete Z TJ-mod ule Gal (L / F). This grou p is isomorphie (no n-ca non ica lIy)

with ffi K Gal(LI F).
Now let L/F be of finite degree. Let X E Gal(L/F)- and Ex be the fixed field of

all Tlp E Gal(L/F), where TlplF = <p, TlplL = X(4') and 4' runs a topological Zp-basis

cf Gal(F/ F). Then L/Ex is unramified and Ex/ F is a totally ramified IJ-extension.

For a prime element trx cf :Ex put

where 7r L is a prime element in L. Y L/ F is called to be a generalized Neukirch's map

(as a generalization of constructicns in [N 1]).

1.2. Lemma. The map T L/F: Gal(L/ F)- --+ UF/NL/ FUL is weil defined.

Proof T L/F does not depend on the choice cf trL: let M be the compositum of :Ex

and L. Then M/E x is unramified and any prime element in Ex can be written as

trxNM/r:.xC for a suitable c E UM. Then NM/FE = NL/P(NM/Lc) E NL/FUL . 0
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Note that if c = Nl/ Fß with ß E Ul' then one can write ß = Url with U E UL, 17 E

U1,l and then c' = Nl/ Fl} E U1,F n Nl(FU1,l is uniquely defined mod NL / F U1,L.

Thus, the quotient group UF n Nl/FUlINL/FUL is mapped isomorphically onto

U1,F n Nl/FU1,lINL/FU1,L by c ~ c'. Put

UL/ F = U1,F n Nl/FU1,IINL/FUl,L

and denote the map Gal(LIF)- -+ UL / F by the same notation T L / F .

1.3. Proposition.

(1) Let LI P, LI I PI be totally ramified ga/ois p-extensions, and PI I F, LI I L be

totally ramified. Then the diagram

Gal(LIIFd- TL1/F1
ULt/Fl

)

1 INP1 / p

Gal(LIF)-
T L / F

UL/F~

is commutative, where the /eft vertical homomorphism is induced by the natural

restrietions Gal(LtlFd --+ Gal(LI F) and Gal(i\1Pd ...:; Gal(FI F).

(2) Let LIF be a totally ramified ga/ois p-extension, and let a be an automorphism.

Then the diagram

Gal(LIP)- T L / F

UL/F~

a-l 1
Gal (er LIa F) -

T trL/trF

UaL/aF)

PfOOf. Apply the arguements of the proof of Proposition (1.8) of (Fl) together with

the following commutative diagram

UF1nNL1/F\UL.INLI/F1ULI ~ ULI / FI

INFI'F INF1'F

o
1.4. Recall the behavior of the norm map. Let LIF be a cyclic totally ramified exten

sion of degree p. Let 1r L be a prime element in L. Then 1r F = N L/ F1r L is prime in F.
Let (1 be a generator of Gal(LI F),

(11rL "-- = 1 +80 1rL +...
1rL
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with (JQ E UF, S = s(LIF) > O. Then it is weil known that

N L / F (1 + fhr t) = 1 + (JP 7r~ +...
NL/ F(1 + (J7rIJ = 1 + ((JP - (JÖ- l (J)7rp. + ...

N (1 + (J ,,+pi) - 1 (Jp-1B ,,+i
L/ F 7r L - - Q 7r F +...

for i < 8, () E VF

for B E UF

for i > 0, () E UF.

From this it follows that in a fixed Galois totally ramified p-extension MI F for

any index i there exists an integer r = r(i, MI F) ~ 0 such that 1 + Bpr 7r~ E
r-I .

Ui+l,FNM/pUl,M for any B E UF and 1 + ()P 7rp rt Ui+l,FNM/FUl,M for any
- -P

B E UF with () rt F .

1.5. Denote by F an extension of F such that e(FI F) = 1 and the residue field of
-perf _ -=v- n

F is the perfection F of the residue field of F, i.e. = Un F (F isn't uniquely

defined). Let LIF be a finite totally ramified Galois ]rextension. For a E Gal(LI F)
put

c(a) = 7rL -l a7rL mad /(LIF),

where 7rL is a pri me element in L, and / (L IF) is the su bgroup of UI I generated by
I

the elements c- l a(c) with c E U1,L:F, a E Gal(LIF). Then the sequence

N- -
1 -t Gal(LIFt lo ~ UI,II/(LIF)~ NI/pU I,L -t 1

is exact (this follows from the case of a perfect residue field, see [FIJ, [H, section 4].

[I, (2.2)]).

Now we introduce the map inverse to T L/F. Let e E U1,F n NI/FUI,1 and cP E

Gal(FIF). Let '1J E VI,I be such that !'lL/F71 = c. Since NI/ F(-'1- 1CPCfl) ) = 1 for

an extension cP E Gal(LIF) of ep, it follows that 17- l cp(1J) == 1rLa(7rL'I) mod /(LIF)
for a suitable a EGal (LI F)3b, where 1rL is a prime element in L. Set x(cp) = a.

Then it is easy to verify that X(CPICP2) = a10"2. This means X E (Gal(LI F)3b)-. Put

WL/F(e) = X.

lemma. The map \I!L/F: U1,F n NLjFUI,IINLjFUl,L -t (Gal(LIF):th)- is weil
defined and a homomorphism.

Proof If jl,lL/FI' = c, then for /1. = 'II-I p the element IL-Icp(,L) belongs to /(LIF). lf

c = Cl C2, then one may assurne 71 = '1/1112, consequently a = al a2 in Gal(LIF)ßb.

Thus, WLjF(clc2) = WLjF(cdWLjF(E2). 0

\II L/F is called to be a generalized Hazewinkel's homomorphism (as a generalization

of constructions in [H]).
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1.6. Theorem. Let LIF be a Galois totally ramified p-extension. The map T L/ F

induces an isomorphismT';;iF: (Gal(L/F)ah)- ---* UI,FnNL(fuI,LI1VLIFUt,L and
the map WLI F is the inverse one.

Proof. First we verify that WLI F 0 Tri F = id. Indeed, let 11"x = 11"Cfl with 1} E Vi'

Let !.p = ~IF E Gal(FIF) with rp E Gal(LIL) and Tcp E Gal(LIF) be such that

Teplp = !.p, TCPIL =(1 = X('P)· Put 1/ = 811t with () E UF, T}t E VI,L' Then

and NZ{f1}t = Nr:.\:!F1I"x N L/F(BrrL)-1. Therefore, X = WL/F(TL~F(X)), Thus, the

homemorphism WL/F is surjective and the map TlljF is injective.

Accerding to Proposition (1.3) the following diagram is commutative:

'1 ---4) Gal(LIM)- ------7 Gal(LI F)- Gal(MI F)- ----tl 1

11 L1M llLIF
---+) 1

where MI F is a cyclic subextension of degree ]J in LIF. The lew sequence is exact

by t he fi rst part of t he proof of Proposition (1.7) below (it doesn' t depend on (1.6)).

Now we are going to verify that WLI F is injective for a cyclic extension of degree p.

Then this immediately implies that T L/F is surjective for a cyclic extension of degree

p. Since Gal(LI F) is solvable, one deduces using the diagram that T LI F is surjective

for an arbitrary totally ramified p-extension. Then WL/ F is injective.

In order to show that \}J L/ F is injective for a cyclic extension of degree p it suffices to

show keeping in mind (1.4) that if E = Ni/FI} == 1+8rrl + ... with B rf. (j~fP(F) (that is

E rt NLIFVI,L), where s,fJo are as in (1.4), then WL/F(E) '# 1. As TI = 1 +B'1I"L + ...
with fFP - "ii6- I

(ji = 8, one deduces that the condition 'l' LIF(E) = 1 implies that
, - 7iP -

B E ULVlI+I,L and 8 E fJop(F). 0

Remark 1. In [M] Miki has shown without explicit introduetion of reciprocity maps

that for a totally ramified eye/ie extension F' I F cf degree m and for a finite abelian

unramified extension ElF of exponent 111 the group

F n NEP/EUEPINF'/FUFI

is canonically isomorphie to the character group of Ga1 (E I F) .

Remark 2. In our description of the Ga/cis group of a totally ramified p-extension

LIF one ean take instead the maximal unramified abelian p-extension FI F any its

infinite profinite subextension PI F: then HOlllZp (Gal(FI F), Gal(LI F)) is not so

large, Ni/FUt,L isn't the possible largest subgroup and isn't too far from NLIFUI,L.
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Remark 3. A corollary of the theorem: the pairing

1

is nondegenerate.

Remark 4. There is a functorial property of T LIF additional to those of (1.3). Let

LIF be a Galois totally ramified p-extension and MI F be its subextension. Then the

diagram
(Gal(LI F)ab)-

Ver -1
(Gal(LIM)ah)- --"7) ULIM

is commutative, where Ver - is induced by Ver: Gal( LIF)ab ~ Gal (L I M)ab. A proof

;s the same as in the case ofperfect residue field: Let E = NLIF1J and ''74='-1 = 7fl-a I for

a prime element 7fL in L, a E Gal(LIF)" E I(LIF). Then a = X(<p), X = wLIF(E).

Let Ti E Gal{LIF) be a set of representatives ofGal(iIF) over Gal(LIM). Then
l\f 'h rr T" d 4='-1 rr (l-a)Tirr T" L I () 'hE = J' I(iJ711 Wlt 711 = 11' an 1/} = 7fLI' . et aTi = Ti' Li a Wlt

hi{a) E Gal(LIM). Now one deduces

mod I(LjM).

Since rr ,Ti E I(LI1\1), one concludes that 71i- 1 = 7fLI-Ver(a) mad I{LIM), as

desired.

1.7. Proposition. Let LIF be a Ga/ois totally ramified p-extension, MI F be its

abelian subextension. Then

Proof One needs to verify the inclusion of the right hand side expression into the left

hand side.

First the case of li\tl : FI = p will be considered. Let Q E NMIF U1,M n NI/FUI,I

and 0' = NMIFß with ß = 8NI/MI' 8 = per-I, where (1 is a generator of Gal{MI F).
One can assume without loss of generality that p = 1 + 8'7fk + ... with i prime to

p. If 0' E UM \ UM and p(1-1 = '1 + iO'B07f :J s + ... rt NI/MU1,II where 00, s are as

in (1.4), then denote by F1 the unramified extension of F such that FI = F(O'); let

'P E Gal(i~/L) be such that 7p(O'):f. B'. Since (p(1-1)4='-1 = NIIM ("(I-4=') one deduces
- - - -;:pr _pr - n-Pr

using (1.4) that Bo{ip(B') - 0') = ~ E F I and 8'00 tt PI for 7' = 7'{i + s, LIM).
-;::pr _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _

Then TrFJi"F;€ = (Tr~/~€)P = 0 and € = 715(..\) -..\ for some A E FII where F2

is the fixed field of 715 in PI' Therefore 8'Bo E FI p" + F2 ,and continue in this way we
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obtain B'Bo E FI pr + F. This implies that 0 = p~-l p~-l p~-l with p~-l Ekel' N M/ F,

p~-I = A'Z/M'YI, p~-l E Ui+1 ,M' Thus, 0' = NM/FßI with ßI = olNZ/M('Y'Yt}

and 61 = p;-I. Since Uj,M C NZ/MU1,I for a sufficiently large j, we conclude

a E NM/F(Ul,M n Ni/MU1,I)'
Now the assertion of the proposition in the general case will be proved by induction on

the degree of LIF. Let E / F be aGa lois su bextension in L/ F of degree p, E C M. Let

a = N M/Fß E NZ/FU1,I' Then a E N E/FUI,E n NZ/FUt,I and by the previous part

of the proof NM/Fß = NE/F'Y for seme 'Y E Ul,E n NZ/EUt,I' Then 'YNM/Eß-t E

ker NE/FnNM/EUt,M' Applying part (1) of Proposition (1.3) and Theorem (1.6) one

deduces that 'YNM/Eß-t = N M/ E8 and 'Y = N M / E(ß8) E NM/EUt,M n NL/EUI,l'

The inductional assumption implies that 'Y E NM / E(Ul,M n NI/MUt,TJ. Thus, 0' E

NM/F(Ul,M n Ni/MUt,I)' 0

1.8. Proposition. Let L t / F, L21F, LI Dl./ F be abelian totally ramified p-extensions.

Put L3 = L I L2 , L4 = LI n L2 • Then

N L3 /FUt ,L3 = l\'LI/FUI,L I n NL':dFUt,L'J n Nl3/ FU1,l3'

NL<t/FUl,L<t n 1\'l3/FUl,l3 = (NL,/FUl,L,NL'J/FUI,L'J) n Nl3/ FUI,l3'

lVLI/FUt,Ll C NL'J/FUl,L'J if and on/y if LI:J L 2•

Let M / F be the maximal abe/ian subextension in aGa/ais totally ramified p

extension L/ F. Then

Proof. Put Hi = Gal(L31Li), i = 1,2. Then by Proposition (1.3), Theorem (1.6) and

Proposition (1. 7)

NL3/FUl,L3 = WL~/F(HI n H2 ) = WL:/F(Hd n WL:/F(H2 )

=NLI/F(UI,L 1 n Nl3/l 1 Ut,IJ n NL'J/F(Ul,L'J n NI3/L'JUI,L3)

=NLI/FUI,LI n N L-:dFU1,L'2 n 1\'Z3/FU1,13;

and similarly

NL<t/FUl,L<t n NZ3/'FUI,I3

= (NLI/FUl,LI n NL3/FUt,Z)(NL2/FUl,L'J n Nl3/ FU1 ,I.3)

C (1\'LI / FUI ,LI N L2/ FUl ,L'J) n lVL.3/ FUI ,[,3'

and the inverse indusion is obvious.

Further, if NLI/FUl,L, C NL2/FUl,L21 then
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Now by Proposition (1.3) and Theorem (1.6) one deduces that L2 C LI.

Finally, the last assertion of the proposition follows from Proposition (1.3) and The

orem (1.6) 0

Remark. If the residue field F is perfect, then one can omit N L
3
1tUI ,L

3
and N LI FUI ,r

in the assertions of the proposition (see [FI, (1.8)]). In the general case this can't be

made: let, for instance, L I I F, L z I F be totally ramified Galois extensions of degree

p such tha t p < 8 (L dF) :::;;; s( L2 1F) . Assume tha t LI L2 I F is totally ramified and

1r E NL1L';lIP(L IL2 t is a prime element of F. Then (l+B1r)P = 1+BP1r P+ . .. belongs
- "";';'1l

to NLtfFVl,Li and NL'JIPVl,L2 and for B ~ F doesn't belong to NLiL2/pUI,L1L2'
since r(p, L I L 21F) = ]12 in terms of (1.4).

1.9. Assume that the residue fjeld Fis a formal power series fjeld of 71-1 indeterminates

over a· perfeet field k which is not algebraically p--c1osed. Denote a lifting in F of a

system of IDeal parameters of F by t n - I , ... ,tl' Then 1r l tn - I , ... , t l form a system

of loeal parameters of F as of an n·dimensional loeal field over k. In what follows

notations cf [F3] will be used.

Proposition. Let LI F be a Ga/ois totally ramified p-extension with respect ta the

discrete valuation of rank 1. Then the following diagram is commutative

~ YL/F
HomZp (Gal(FIF),Gal(LIF)) ~ UIK~OP(F)INLIPUII{~~OJl(L)

where VI [(~OP (F) is the subgroup of the topological !{ -graup !{;IOP (F) genera ted by

U1,F E !{~OP (F), N LI P at the righ t battom corner is the norm map on the topological

[{ -groups. The homomorphism YLI F is the inverse to the reciprocity map far the

extension LI F of n-dimensional loeal fields, the left vertical map is induced by the

surjection Gal(FI F) --+ Gal(FI F) given by

Gal (k((tn- 1 )) .•• ((l7))abplk((tn_I)) ((~))--+

Gal (k'll'l'((tn_d)··· ((~))Ik((tn-d) ((t0)) ,

the right ane is induced by

€ --+ {€,tn-l l ' •• ,tl}'

In addition, the following diagram is commutative

HomZp (Gal(FI FL Gal(LIF))

1
U1,F n NLIPU1,LINLIPU1,L

1
(

~ ) YL/F
HOfllZp Gal(FI F)! Gal(LI F) ~ UO, ... ,I I{~,OP(F)IN LIFUll{;~OP (L)
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where t L 1F is taken for the extension P/ F (see Remark 2 of (1.6)). In this case the

'e(t and the right vertical homomorphisms are isomorphisms.

Proof. Follows immediately from the description of the reciprocity map in sections 1

and 3 of [F3], and Remark 2 of (1.6). 0

2. Extensions with a fixed prime element as a norm

2.1. Proposition. Let F be a complete discrete valuation field with arbitrary residue

field of characteristic p. Let LI / F, L 2 / F be abelian totally ramified p-extensions and

'Ir E N LIIFLi n N L 2 1FLi (or a prime element 11" of F. Then LI L 2 / F is a totally

ramified extension.

Proof If F is algebraically p-c1osed, then the assertion is evident. If F is perfect and

not algebraically p-c1osed, then LI L 2 / F is totally ramified by (3.3) of [Fl]. If F is

imperfect, then one can construct a henselian discrete valuation fjeld J = lim F' for
----t

which e(J/F) = 1, and the residue field of which is UnP-". In the case of positive

characteristic of F the field J can be chosen as a purely inseparable extension of F,
and then LI J n L2J = (L 1 n L2 )'J. If F is of characteristic 0, then for any (j E F \ P
there exists a E VF , such that Ci = fj and L I L 2 F'{ad =1= LI L 2F ' with ai = 0'.

Indeed, otherwise one would deduce that V l ,F' C {LI L 2 F')P which is impossible,

since LI L2 F' / F' is of finite degree and VI ,F' / Vi,F' is of infinite order. Ässume that

L I F'nL2 F' = {L] nL2 )F' , then if L I F'{at}nL2 P'{at} =1= {L I F'nL 2 F')(ad, one

would have Ndad = N2{ad for a suitable extensions NIl {LI n L 2 )P' in LIP' I {LI n
L2 )F' and N2 /(L I n L2 )F' in L2 F'/{L I n L2 )P' of degree p. Then it would be

NdO't} = N I N2 C L I L2 F', contradiction. Thus, proceeding in this way, one can

construct 'JI F with the property LIJ n L2'J = {L 1 n L2 )'J.
Now, LI L 2JIJ is tota 11y ra mified (as t he resid ue field of J is perfect) of degree

IL I L 2J: {LI n L 2)JII(L I n L2 )3" : 3"1

= ILIJ : {LI n L 2)JIIL2'J : {LI n L2 )'JIl(L I n L2 )J : JI

= lL]: LI nL2 11L2 : LI n L2 11L I nL2 : FI = IL I L2 : FI·

Therefore LI L 2 / F is totally ramified. 0

Remark. If the residue field of F is perfect, then under assumptions of the proposition

11" E N LI L 2 1FUI ,LI L 2 (see [Fl, section 3]). When the residue fjeld is imperfect this

doesn 't hold in general. Indeed, in terms o( Remark (1.8) the prime element 7r {I +
(J'Ir )11 E N LIIFLi n N L'.d FL21 and rt N LI L 2 1pLI Li·
2.2. Theorem. Let F be a complete discrete valuation field with a residue fjeld of

characterisitic Jl which . isn 't separably p-closed. Let LII F , L 2 / F be totally ramified

abelian p-extensions. Then N L I1 F Li = N L
2

1F Li i( and only if LI = L 2 .
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Proof. According to the previous proposition LI L2 / F is totally ramified. Proposi

tion (1.8), (3) implies now that LI = L 2 . 0

Remark. A weaker assertion ((or the ease when the residue fjeld i( contained in an

extension o( fjelds o( type k ((t d )... ((tn) )/ k with a perfect not-p-dosed fjeld k) has

been proved in [F2] by using higher loeal dass field theory. Note that i( one replaees

the words "totally ramified abelian p-extensions" by either "totally ramified abelian

extensions", or by "abelian p-extensions", or by "totally ramifjed p-extensions", then

the assertion of the theorem doesn't hold in general (see [F2]).

3. On existence theorem

Let F be a complete discrete valuation fjeld with residue fjeld of characteristic p.

3.1. In the general case of imperfect residue fjeld it seems that to describe norm

subgroups of totally ramified p-extensions of F isn't easy (for the perfeet case see (F1,

section 3]).

For example, in the case of a Galois totally ramified extension L/ F of degree p

take a prime element rrL of Land rrF = N LI FrrL, and let s, Bo be as in (1.4). Let

VF be the discrete valuation of F. Let ei(.X) = )(P + lLp_l..-yp-l + ... + Uo be an

irreclucible polynomial of rri over F for i prime to p. After some calculations one

deduces that rn(i) = IllinO~t<p vF(ud = VF(Uj) with ij = -8 mad p and Uj =
is-1Bg- 1rr~+.!-(.!+ij)/l' + . . .. Moreover, one can show that there exists an element

0' = rri + ... E L satisfying the equation 9i(0') = 0, where 9i(X) = ..-YP + bj"-Y j + bo,

vF(bj ) = VF(Uj), vF(bo) = i (see, for instance, [AJ). This implies that

for f) in the ring of integers of F. In the case cf the perfect residue fjeld these formulas

show that there is a polynomial !li("-Y) such that

for any f) in the ring of integers of F (see sect. 3 Chap. V of [FVJ).

If the absol ute ra mifica ti on index of F is ~ p - 1, th is isn' t t he case for im perfect

residue field: one can't expect that there is a polynomial 9j (..-Y) such that for all ()

Certainly, instead of this one can take an expression of the form

with some 11.( i) (even with n( i) ~ 2). As a direct generalization cf the descriptian of

norm su bgrou ps in the penect resid ue fjeld case (see (3.1) of [F1J), one wau Id have
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expected the following: let 1r be a prime element of F. Then subgroups N in VI,F which

are norm groups of cyclic totally ramified extension LIF of degree p with 1r E N 1.. 1FL'"
are characterized as

(1) N is open;

(2) fer any i > 0 there exists a polynemial fdX) with ceefficients in the ring ef

integers ()F ef F such that its residue fi is non-zero F-decomposable and

1 + fi(8 P,.(j»)1r i C N for 8 E ()F;

(3) for any i > 0 the image of (Ui,F n N)Ui+ I ,F under the projection

Ui,F -7 Ui,FIUi+I,F ..::+ F, 1 +81r i ---+ 71,

is equal to Pi(F), where lJd.l'<) = )(P fer i < s, Pi(X) = X for i > s, and
-p-I

p,,(X) = )(P - 80 .I'<.

Unfortunately, there exist subgroups N satisfying these properties which are not

norm subgroups. For example, for e = :~, TJ = 3, S = 4, and an imperfect residue field

the subgreup N E UI,F determined by relations

1 + (}P 1ri E N, for i < S, () E 0F

I + (OP - (}{;-I O)1r s E N, for 'l =S, () E OF

1 + B7r i E N, for i > s, () E OF

isn't a norm subgroup of any extension LIF with 1r E NLI FL'" (in this case !JI (.I'<) =
.I'<3 + 7r'

3 X 2 + 1r /, vF ( 1r f) = 1).
The conclusion is that an additional information arising from Eisenstein polynomials

should be involved in the description of the norm subgroups - this is the imperfect

phenomenon which is hidden in the perfect residue field case.

Note that if F is as in (1.9), then one can show that € E NLIFVI ,L is equivalent to

{c, t n - I , ... , tl} E N LIFUI I(~OI' (L) for any system of local parameters tn-I, ... , f l .

Si nce the descri ption of N LIF V I K :IOP ( L) is known, one ca n try to a pply th is to descri be

norm subgroups in U1,F - however, this is too unexplicit.

3.2. There is a complete description of the norm suhgroups of cyclic totally ramified

p-extensions when p > 2 and the absolute ramification index e(F) is < p - 1 or = +00.
Introduce a function

[n,1rp : !tVn CF) EB ... EB Wn (F~ ---+ VI ,FIUi.~
....

by the formula

[n,1f p ((ao ,j I ••• I (I. n - I ,j h~ j ~ eF) = rr
O~i~lI-l, l~j~eF

.. -1-; . i
E(ä~ . 7r} )P

I,} F'

where E(X) = exp(X' + )(P Ip + )(p2 11)2 + ... ) is the Ärtin-Hasse function. ni,j IS

a lifting of (Li,j E F in the ring of integers of an inertia subfield Fo of F (eFo = 1,

Fo = F) in the case of char(F) = 0 and iii,j =ni,j in the case of char(F) = p.
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Theorem. Let F be a complete discrete valuation field with residue field of character

istic p. Cyclic totally ramified extension LIF of degree pn, such that 'Fr F E N L/FL

are in one-to-one correspondence with subgroups

in UI,F, where 1 ~ j ~ eF, (UO,jl"" (I.n-I,j) is invertible in Wn(F), p = P - 1, and

P(uo, .. . ,an-d = (a~, .. . ,a~I_I)'

Proof. First, let LIF be a cyclic totally ramified extension of degree pn. Let 7r F =
NL/F'FrL with a prime element rrL of L. For a generator U of Gal(LIF) put Si =
VL(UP' (rrL)/rrL - 1), 0 ~ / ~ 11, - 1. If char(F) = 0, then the Eisenstein polynomial

ei(X) = ..-ypA + lLpn _ 14ypA_I + ... + Uo of 7rt for (i, p) = 1 satisfies the property:

vF(at} ~ SI + (n - 1 - vp(t))eF, where vp is the ~adic valuation. This implies that

NZ/ FUI ,Z coincides with

-abp -ahp
[n,1TF(PW,.(F )EB···EBW,.(F )61 ... ),

where W n (phP) sta nd at the places sta rti ng from t he SI th one. A si mi 1a r observatio n in

t he case of ehar (F) = p shows t ha t the sa me assertion holds there. Now as N L/ FUI, ln
Ul,F/!'-lL/FU1,L is isomorphie to $r; Ga.I(LI F) aeeording to Theorem (1.6) one obtains

th at N L / F U1, L is of t he type descri bed in the assertion of t he theorem.

Seeond, for the ease of perfect residue field F it follows from the existence theorem

(Theorem (3.5) of [F1]) th at any su bgrou p of UI, F of the type ind ieated in the assert ion

of the theorem is lVL/FU1,L for some eyclie totally ramified !)-extension LI F with

rrF E NL/FL-.
Thus, it remains to treat the ease of imperfect residue field. Denote by N the

su bg rou p in UI, F in dieated in the asserti on of the theorem. For an extension ElF wi th

e(EI F) = 1 denote by NE the subgroup in the group of principal units of E of the

form

Aecording to the previous considerations there exists a totally ramified J)-extension

F'IF (with F as in (1.5) - the resid ue fie Id of Fis the perfeetion of F) sueh that

N:F' / :FUl ,:F' = N:F and rrF E N:F' I :FF' *. In faet this extension F'I F is defined

over a finite extension of F, so it is suffieient to treat without loss of generality the

case when :F' = E'F, E'lEis a totally ramified eyclie extension of degree p and

E = F(B),8P = 80 E F, E C F.
One has NE'/EUI,E' C N:F n U1,E, and the description of N:F together with injec

tivity of the homomorphism VI ,EIVr.~ ~ VI ,:FIVr."r imply that N:F n VI,E = NE·

Therefore NE'/EU1,E' = NE by using Theorem (1.6).
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Let char(F) = p. Then there is an abelian totally ramified extension P' / F such

that E' = E F' . Then by the previous arguements N = NF'/FUI,F',

Let char(F) = O. Denote the degree of the extension F((p)/ F by l.

There exists a prime element of F((p) such that 1f~«p) = 1fF. Then 1rF«JI) E

NE'«p)/E«p)E'((p)*' In addition, 1fF«p) E NnE'«p)/E{(p)(uE'((p))* for any imbed
ding u of E'((p) in E'((p)ßlg over F((p). This permits one to conclude referring to

Proposition (2.1) th at E' ((p) u E' ((p) / E ((p) is a tota lIy ra mified extension. 5 ince the

extension E'((p)/E is abelian, and the norm map NE«p)/E maps U1,E«p) onto UI,E,

it follows from (1.3) and (1.6) that NE'«p)/E{(p)U1,E'«p) = N'El(p)/E(NE)' Keeping

in mind specific structure of NE one obtains eu
-

I E NE'«p)/E(p) VI ,E' (1') for any

e E N -;--()/E-()U E-;-- n UI,E« ). The last condusion together with (1.3), (1.6)
E (I' (I' I, «1') JI

imply that E'((p)/ F((p) is an abelian extension. It isn't cyclic, since otherwise easy

calculations show that

u-l (I )U-I N ( U-l)/../. 1
1fF = 1fF«p) = E'«p)/ E«p) 1f r 1

(where 1fF«JI) = N E'(p)/E«JI)(1f)) for a generator u of Gal(E'((p)jF((p) which IS

impossible. Hence, there exists a cyclic totally ramified extension F" / F((p) such that

F" E((p) = E'((p). One gets also

!'lF"/F«p)U1,F" c NE'«,,)/E«JI)UI,E'«p) n F((p) = N;'/(JlJ/F(N) ,

and the indusion can be replaced by equality.

Again, by (1.3) and (1.6) one deduces that F" j F is an abelian extension, and

there exists a cycl ic tota 11 y ra mified extensions F' j F such th at FU = F' ((p) . Fi na lIy

NF'/FUI,F' = N, 1rF E NF'/FF'· as desired. 0

3.3. The correspondence between Witt vectors of length n and cyclic totally ramified

extension of degree IP for the case eF = 1 has been established by Kurihara ([KJ):

there exists an exact sequence (here there is a canonical prime element 1rF = p)

with nice functorial properties. This approach is based on study of the sheaf of the

etale vanishing cycles on the special fiber of a smooth scheme over the ring of integers

of Fand of filtrations on Milnor's !(-groups of local rings.
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One can ask, generalizing a question established in [K], what is an explicit description

of the extension LI F corresponding to

The answer is known for n = 1:

L = F(O') with

(see e.g. sect.2 Chapt.11I [FV]).

There is a nice answer in the case of char(F) = ]J for arbitrary n;

where (a~~",,! a~~l,j)-l(1rFj, 0, ... ) is an element of Wn(F). This has been proved

for the case of quasi-finite residue field by Sekiguchi [SL the same arguements and p

dass field theory of [Fl] provide the proof for the case of perfect residue field. Finally,

the arguements in the fourth paragraph of the proof of the theorem show that in the

case of imperfect residue field the situation is the same.

Now let char(F) = 0 and n > 1. Then, first of all, it isn't true that LIF can be

defined as a Wiu extension. Some information can be produced by using the theory of

fields of norms due to Fontaine and Wintenberger (see [FWL [w], or sect. 5 Chap. 111

of [FV]):

Consider a tower of fields Fi = Fi - l (1ri) with 1rf = 1ri-I, 1ro = 1rF. Let M be

the union of all Fi . Then MIF for :F as in (1.5) and M = M:F is an arithmetically

profinite extension (see [FW]).

Denote by M the corresponding field of norms. The preimage N in V1,M of N is

equal to

where 1rM = (1ri) is a prime element of M. By the previous considerations N =

NM' IM U1 ,M' for a cyclic extension

M' = M(p-l ((ab~l" "n~~l.j)-l(1r~,Ol",))),

This cyclic extension corresponds to a cyclic extension M'IM of the same degree

according to the general theory of fields of norms. Even more, by the theory of field

of norms (e.g. see the proof of Theorem 5.7 in Chapter 111 [FVJ) it originates from an

extension Pi I Fi for a sufficiently large i.

The preimage of NF!I F
i
VI ,FI in V1,M coincides with N, since dass field theory

is compatible with the theory of fields of narms (for the case af a finite residue field
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see [L] or sect. 6 Chapt. IV [FV)). Hence NF//FiU1,F! = N"F//F(N). By using similar
arguements with ones of the proof of the theorem, one can deduce that P: / Fi originates

from a cyclic extension P' / Fand NF' / FU1 ,F' coincides with N.

Note, that FI = Fi(p-l ((iib~j""lii~~I,j)-I(1fi-jIO",,))), In other words, ex

tensions FE / Fi are Witt extensions for i ? i(n). For instance, i(l) = 0 (Artin-Schreier

extensions incharacterist ic 0), and i (2) = 1 (see sect ion 3 of [VZJ) ,

By using the previous description one can develop an analogue of Witt duality for

complete discrete valuation fjelds of characteristic O.
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